Abstract-We propose a realistic model of the optical properties of silver, in which inter band transi tion with a threshold energy of ~4 eV is described phenomenologically by an ensemble of oscillators with same damping constant and a certain distribution of resonant frequencies from the interband transition threshold to infinity. The contribution of the conduction electrons in the dielectric function is determined by the Drude formula. The proposed model actually contains the features of both the Drude-Lorentz model (Rakic et al., 1998) and Tauc-Lorentz model (Jian Hong Qiu et al., 2005) . However, unlike these works proposed model contains only six fitting parameters, with the square root of the mean square deviation of the absorption coefficient and refractive index of silver from the exper imental values in the range of 0.6-6.0 nm being of the order of 0.05.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling of the optical properties of various materials and parallel comparison of results with experi mental data allows to identify the most important physical processes that determine the dependence of the dielectric function (DF) on frequency. Some progress in this area has been made for the noble metals, which are intensively investigated in connection with applications in nanooptics and photonics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the low frequency region of the spectrum where the photon energy lies below the interband transitions threshold the behavior of the DF of silver is sufficiently well described by the Drude like model in the range 1.8-2.8 eV [4, 5] . At the same time, at energies above the threshold of interband transitions good agreement is achieved for gold with the use of two or four damped oscillator model in addition to the free electron contribution. Another approach is based on the so called critical point model [1] [2] [3] . A universal approach using 17 parameters for each metal was developed in [6] .
It is clear that the superposition of a sufficiently large number of Lorentz oscillators can describe prop erly the frequency dependence of the DF. However, the physical nature of the electron dispersion in the conduction band and the d band sufficiently differs from the Lorentz oscillator physics. In this connec tion it should be noted that in [7, 8] a better agreement is achieved with use of the Tauc-Lorentz model, which is a finite ensemble of Lorentz oscillators with eigenfrequencies distributed continuously in the range from the threshold frequency to infinity. However in this model there is no Drude term describing the contribution of the conduction electrons, and an additional fitting parameter corresponding to the DF at asymptotically high photon energies is included.
In this paper we introduce a hybrid model, containing only six parameters in which the contribution of free electrons is described by the Drude formula with two adjustable parameters, and the contribution of the interband transitions by an ensemble of Lorentz oscillators with a continuous distribution of the eigenfrequencies and with the same damping constants. The density of states is chosen in such way that at electron energies close to the threshold of interband absorption the dispersion law is quadratic, and at high energies nonparabolicity of the conduction band is taken into account. (1) where ω p is the plasma frequency and γ D Drude relaxation constant.
We consider the contributions to the dielectric constant of silver from the plasma oscillations of s electrons and the interband transition with the threshold energy of ~4 eV of d electrons. For the former we use the simple Drude expression and the latter is the contribution of the interband transitions.
We choose in the following form (2) where f, γ, Δ and σ are fitting parameters of the interband transition: Δ is the interband transition thresh old, f is oscillator strength, and γ is the damping constant. Choice of the partition function in the form as in expression (2) can be easily interpreted: if the partition function for the electron momentum is written as ∼ then taking into account the dependence of electron energy on momen tum and substituting dp → one can obtain → Finally we write down the expression for the DF with six fitting parameters as follows (3) Obviously, the complex dielectric constant, defined by the expression (3) satisfies Kramers-Kronig dis persion relations.
To determine the constants in the Eq. (3) one should compare the results of simulation for the refrac tive index n = n(ω) or extinction coefficient k = k(ω) (4) where and with the experimental data. It is known (see, e.g., [9] ) that the results of measuring of the absorption coefficient are more reliable as compared with the data on the refractive index. The data from the different sources such as [9] [10] [11] differ even in the long wavelength region, which is well described by the Drude term. At the same time, it turns out that the extinction coefficient is more sensitive to values of the parameters than the refractive index. For these reasons we carry out the fitting procedure using the data for the extinction coefficient k = k(ω). The values obtained by the least squares method are given below:
It is important to note that the values of Drude parameters γ D and ω p are determined from the best fit with the experimental data in the range from 0.64 to 1 eV, where the contribution of the interband transition can be neglected.
It is found that the root mean square deviation of value for the frequency range 0.64-6.22 eV is equal to 0.067. Calculations for the refractive index give close values. Figure 1 show respectively the results for real and imaginary parts of dielectric function, the refrac tive index and extinction coefficient according to the expressions (3), (4) (solid lines) with use of the values of (5). The interpolation curves for the same quantities according to the measured data are shown by dotted lines. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, it can be seen that the results of calculations using the expressions (3) and (4) manifest excellent agreement with the experimental data. In addition, the values of the Drude parameters ω p and γ D esti mated by the least square method are very close to those extracted from the experimental data (see [9] ). It is interesting to note that the value of γ D for Ag determined in [9] from the optical measurements agrees with that extracted from the measurement of conductivity [12] .
Note that (1) describes adequately the optical properties of silver only at frequencies below 6 eV. At high frequencies, the new terms should be added similar to the integral in (1) describing the contribution of interband transitions at higher frequencies. The analysis shows that the contribution of the next inter band transition (with a peak at ~14 eV [13] ) becomes significant (~10%) even at frequencies close to 6 eV.
In Fig. 2 we present the results of calculations based on (3)-(5) for the transmission T and reflection R coefficients of silver films of thickness 20 and 50 nm on a quartz substrate. Solid lines correspond to the transmittance and reflectance of films with thickness of 20 and 50 nm, respectively, calculated with use of (3)- (5), while the squares and diamonds correspond to the data of [9] .
It should be noted that the fitting procedure based on the expression (3) with use of the SOPRA data [11] leads to the worst match even at low frequencies. In particular it gives for the relaxation constant γ D the value of 0.085 which is four times more than the value of [9] . This discrepancy in the data is easily explained. The matter is that the measurement of the absorption coefficient is carried out indirectly-on the transmission of a thin film. A transmission (extinction) is determined by the absorption in the film and the scattering by inhomogeneities, which is difficult to measure and, moreover, to account for. For this reason deposition of thin silver film is recommended to perform at low (less than 150°C) temperature of the substrate in order to minimize a film crystallite size and resulting dispersion. (for Au see [9] , for Ag- [14] ). The presence of impurities should be accounted for as well. It is especially difficult to get rid of the impurities of copper, which, even in the case of making a film of high purity silver (~99.99) can make a sig nificant contribution to the measured value of the imaginary component of the dielectric constant. For example on the dispersion curve shown in [9] , a flat maximum in the frequency range ω ∼ 2 eV is clearly visible which corresponds to the maximum (with the value of ~6) of the imaginary part of the dielectric function of copper. (4); dotted lines are the experimental data points from Jonson and Christy [9] . The values of the fitting parameters are given in (5). 0 4. CONCLUSIONS Realistic phenomenological model of the permittivity of silver as a function of frequency is proposed that takes into account qualitatively the band structure. The values of six fitting parameters are determined using the least square method and the experimental data of [9] . The model operate with only six param eters for Drude term and one interband transition with threshold energy of about 4 eV, and provides excel lent agreement with the data of [9] in the range of photon energy from 0.64 to 6.22 eV. At the same time more complicated model [6] in which 21 fitting parameters are used gives very large deviations from the experimental data. From this we can conclude that the description under the proposed model (3)-(5) fits better with the physics of the process. (3)- (5), squares and diamonds corre spond to the data points of [9] .
